START CHECKING OFF YOUR EXPERIENCES FROM OUR BUCKET LIST

- Attend as many Orientation events as possible (especially the Play Fair and the Walkout)
- Make at least two friends in your ILA class
- Have a pork tenderloin sandwich at Petey’s
- Visit the Wackerle Career and Leadership Center
- Find an adviser who you connect with after ILA
- Learn one of the many school songs
- Get in a routine of going to the Huff (the “Freshman 15” are a real thing)
- Don’t be embarrassed to post everywhere that you’re falling in love with bagpipes
- Go to the Turkey Bowl between Monmouth and that college east of town
- Have a taco at the Italian restaurant Alfano’s (Yes, you read that right. They’re awesome!)
- Rent the Peterson movie theater
- Climb the rock wall in Trotter Fitness Complex
- Go to the “midnight” breakfasts during finals week
- Study abroad! (short-term trips count)
- Become friends with Penny and Mary in the caf (best omelets ever!)
- Get sung to by the Sassy Lassies and/or Scotsmen
- Go tolfing (golf with tennis balls around campus)
- Get a lemon shake-up at the Prime Beef Festival
- Attend a Christmas Convocation
- Rent a bike from Stockdale
- If you liked The Babe at the Bijou, try the bacon cheeseburger at Papa’s
- Participate in Scholars Day activities (co-ed slow pitch softball, research presentations, etc.)
- Talk to an alum at a Homecoming event
- Attend an ASAP event; then go to more
- Watch a production at Wells Theater or the Fusion
- Attend fraternity and sorority events even if you aren’t Greek (Greek Week show, Xi Man, spaghetti/pancake dinners, etc.)

BEFORE YOU GRADUATE

Get the full experience of what it means to be a Scot.

#RollScots